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Requirements
Training modules SEM841.5

Software

APROL
Automation Runtime
SuSE LINUX

Hardware 1 control computer, 2 controllers
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1 Introduction

There are many options for expanding existing projects with further controllers. The different types of
coupling are described in this training manual.

This means that we must be able to exchange variables between two or more controllers. The automated
mechanisms of ANSL communication provide the desired solutions for this.

1.1 Objectives

In this training module, you will learn how to configure controllers in APROL.

■ You will learn the difference between controller-controller communication via the control com-
puter and direct controller-controller communication.

■ You will learn to configure the controller-controller communication, the PDA coupling and the
event driver.

■ You will get an overview of the event driver.
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2 Cross communication

A complex process control system is almost always made up of multiple controllers. It is often necessary
for these controllers to exchange data with each other.

One possibility for this data exchange is for the sending controller to first transfer the information to the
control computer (a control system task) and the receiving controller to then receive the information from
the control computer.

If a control system contains several controllers, these are usually linked via the same process bus (or
they can be interconnected). In this case, it is possible for the controllers to exchange the data directly,
without taking a detour via a control computer.

This situation is referred to as the controller-controller connection or cross-communication between
controllers in APROL.

Types of controller communication:
• Controller-controller communication via the control computer
• Controller-controller coupling

2.1 Controller-controller communication via the control computer

General information
If a second controller is configured for the project, for controller-controller configuration via the control
computer only the <Permitted used inactive cross- and export communication option in the project
properties needs to be set and a further instance created with the ANSL driver. Communication is carried
out via the control computer with the two running ANSL drivers, communication between the controllers
is interrupted if there is no control computer connection.

Figure 1: Communication is carried out via the control computer
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Figure 2: Communication is interrupted if there is no control computer connection
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Step-by-step guide:
• Applying the project setting <Permitted used inactive cross- and export communication>.

Figure 3: Applying the project setting

• Create a further instance of an ANSL driver in the APROL system.

Figure 4: Create a further ANSL driver instance.

• Configuration of the newly created ANSL driver instance.
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Figure 5: Configuration of a new ANSL driver instance.

Task:

Add a connector to controller A which changes its state depending on two digital signals (DI
card switch). Use this connector in a function plan for controller B and use it to switch an output
(negated). Test the functionality after a full download. Remove the process bus and test the
functionality once again.
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2.2 Controller-controller coupling

General information
Direct connection of the controllers has the advantage, by way of example, that a high degree of system
security and availability can be guaranteed when a server crashes.

Status messages can, for example, be distributed from one controller to another with controller-controller
connections.

Figure 6: Direct communication between controllers

Figure 7: Direct communication between controllers if there is no control computer connection

The following prerequisites must be met for controller-controller coupling:
• Your project contains more than one controller.
• The controllers are connected via one bus, or can access each other via a routing.
• Connections are still available (using software).

Please note: If a serial controller connection is used, only a software-based connection
is possible.
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• The configuration of the connection is automatically created as part of the logic creation
(CFCs) and builds.

• At least one connection must be defined for each connection to a partner-controller.
• If the controller being configured is only intended for sending (writing), then a coupling (read-

ing) is not allowed to be defined for the receiving partner-controller. If the controller being con-
figured is only intended for reading (receiving), then a coupling (writing) is not allowed to be
defined for the sending partner-controller.

• It is possible to configure one controller with the type of active communication (reading and/or
writing) with which it swaps mutual PVs with other controllers in the same CAE project, without
control computer involvement.

• If data is exchanged between two controllers in both directions according to the logic, then the
connections can also be defined as follows: A connection is defined as event-driven writing in
each controller. This procedure is useful if event-driven data exchange only is to take place.

2.2.1 Determining the necessary connection

We must first determine which connections have to be established.

The CaeManager provides a report that lists the connections to this end.

This report is started by selecting <Reports/Statistics/Cross-communication>.

Figure 8: Statistics cross-communication

The report presents the following information:
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• Number of reading PVs per connection
• Number of erroneous reading PVs per connection
• Number of writing PVs per connection
• Number of erroneous writing PVs per connection
• Number of connections
• Erroneous connections
• Reconnect counters per connection

Please note that the following steps must be carried out so that the variables are shown in the
statistic display.

• The CFCs for the controllers must have been created and linked via connectors.
• The CFCs must have been successfully activated and compiled.
• A 'Build' has been carried out for all respective tasks.
• If necessary (depending on the write / read direction), the cross-communication for all

of the participating controllers must have been configured, so that the data can be ex-
changed between the controllers.

2.2.2 Configuration of the controller-controller coupling

The configuration of the controller-controller coupling is carried out in the CaeManager in the con-
troller configuration component using the ApDrvCross driver.

The controller needs to be opened and the coupling is configured in the <Communication> tab. A new
connection is established by right-clicking the <Definition of the controller-to-controller connections
(ANSL)> option.
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Figure 9: New definition of controller-controller coupling (ANSL)

The only entry allowed here, ApCnfAnslS, is then automatically inserted into the configuration editor's
explorer view, along with further configuration entries and the status variables.

Figure 10: New ApCnfAnslS entry

Under the <Software configuration> tab, a data module called ApCnfAnslS, a system module
called AsANSL and the ApDvrAnsl module are automatically inserted in the task class #8.
The modules are loaded into the controller after complete configuration of the cross-coupling
and a subsequent build of the hardware.

Figure 11: Further entries under ApCnfAnslS
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By right-clicking on the <Connections> entry, a new connection can be established. Here, the connec-
tion name offered should be replaced with a unique name.

Figure 12: Create new connection

If a new connection is created, further status variables are created automatically; they are taken up by
the SysMon. The significance of the variables and the possible statuses are expressly described in the
APROL documentation.

Figure 13: Configuration of the controller-controller coupling

A connection requires definitions for the following entries in the table.
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Mandatory fields are marked with a "!".

Entry Description Details
Connection name Connection name C conformity

Instance of the
partner controller

Hardware instance name of the
partner controller

Choice of the connected controller's instance
name via combo box

Target address Target address IP address or host name of the partner con-
troller.
<automatic>: Assumes the IP address or the
host name of the configured partner controller.

ANSL port ANSL port Port of the ANSL server (target)
<automatic>: Configuration of the ANSL port
in accordance with the configuration of the
partner controller.

Redundancy mode Redundancy mode Specifies if the AnslServer runs on a redun-
dant controller.
<automatic>:Automatic configuration of the re-
dundancy mode depending on the configura-
tion on the partner controller. Out: Partner is
not redundant.

Redundancy rele-
vance priority

Redundancy relevance priority Specifies the priority of the redundancy-rel-
evant connections. The parameter was only
evaluated in connection with a redundant part-
ner controller. Marks the connection as being
redundancy-relevant from a value larger than
(max. 255).

A faulty setting may result in unde-
sired and uncontrollable process con-
trol switching.

Send delay Send delay Delay in [ms] for collecting data before it is
sent to the partner controller.

Buffer size Buffer size Size [bytes] of the send buffer.

Timeout Timeout Connection timeout in [ms].

Refresh rate of
read variables

Refresh rate for read variables Defines the sampling rate [ms] with which the
PVs are read by the partner controller. The pa-
rameter applies for all PVs of this configura-
tion.

Freeze mode for
read variables

Freeze mode for read variables The freeze mode ensures that the last value
will be retained if there is a connection loss.
Yes: Freeze mode on.
No: Freeze mode off - uses the default value
of 0 in the event of a fault.
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Entry Description Details
Refresh rate for
write variables

Refresh rate for write variables Defines the refresh rate [ms] with which the
PVs are locally checked and written to the
partner controller if applicable. The parameter
applies for all PVs of the configuration.

Freeze mode for
write variables

Freeze -mode for write vari-
ables

The freeze mode ensures that the last value
will be retained if there is a connection loss.
Yes: Freeze mode on.
No: Freeze mode off - uses the default value
of 0 in the event of a fault.

Read mode Read mode Activates the reading of this connection.
Event: The CPU to be configured reads (re-
ceives) data from the connected controller on
an event-driven basis.
Out: Reading is deactivated. The definition ap-
plies to all PVs for this connection.

Write mode Write mode Activates the writing to this connection. Event:
The CPU to be configured writes (sends) data
to the connected controller on an event-driven
basis.
Out: Writing is deactivated. The definition ap-
plies to all PVs for this connection.

Description Description Optional description of this connection.

2.2.3 Information about the controller-controller connection

The status of the coupling can be controlled in the CaeManager under <Reports / Statistics / Cross-
communication>.

Figure 14: Correct cross-communication

A correct coupling appears in green, the configuration is OK and the connection is active.
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A yellow entry indicates that there is no coupling for his direction. A configuration is missing, the con-
nection is inactive and without PVs.

An orange entry indicates an error, there is no configuration, the connection is inactive, but PVs are
available.

A red entry indicates an error. The configuration is faulty and the connection is therefore inactive.

In our case, a correct coupling is available.

2.3 Cross-communication successful

The cross-communication was successful configured, there are no more obstacles to further engineering.

In this respect, you don't have to worry about variables which will be exchanged because APROL auto-
matically handles these.

From this moment in time, there is greater operating safety as the controllers involved in a loss in
connection to the control computer will still always be able to continue exchanging data.

Task:

On controller B, configure a controller-controller coupling to controller A:

Then generate a new task for this controller and the control computer task. Now load the con-
troller and the RUNTIME environment. Now check if the data exchange also works without the
control computer. Check the configuration using the report.

Task:

Expand the controller-controller communication to the point at which communication must also
occur in the opposite direction (bidirectional). Now test this as well. Check the configuration
using the report.

2.4 Manual ANSL cross-communication

The manual ANSL cross-communication offers following benefits:
■ Cross-communication with a controller which is not present in the CAE project.
■ Targeted cross-communication for selected data points.

In this case, there is no automatic configuration of the PVs. Each data point (variable) where the
value should be exchanged must be defined.

Configuration of the manual ANSL cross-communication
The configuration of the coupling with, for instance, an Automation Studio-programmed controlled is
carried out in the CaeManager  using the ApDrvCross controller driver.

The controller needs to be opened and the coupling is then configured in the <APROL Connection> tab.

A new connection is established by right-clicking on the <ANSL cross-coupling> option.
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Figure 15: New coupling (ANSL)

The only entry allowed here, ApCnfAnslC, is then automatically inserted into the configuration editor's
explorer view, along with further entries for configuring the connection and the status variables.

Figure 16: New ApCnfAnslC entry

Under the <Software Configuration> tab, a data module called ApCnfAnslC, a system mod-
ule called AsANSLand the ApDrvAnsl module are automatically inserted in the task class #8.
The modules are loaded into the controller after complete configuration of the cross-coupling
and a subsequent build of the hardware.

Figure 17: Further entries under ApCnfAnslC

A new connection can be established by right-clicking on the <Connections> entry. Here, the connection
name offered should be replaced with a unique name.
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Figure 18: Create new connection

If a new connection is created, further status variables are automatically created; they are taken up by
the SysMon. The significance of the variables and the possible statuses are expressly described in the
APROL documentation.

A connection requires definitions for the following entries in the table:

A connection requires definitions for the following entries in the table:

Entry Description Details
Connection name Connection name C conformity

Instance of the partner con-
troller

Hardware instance name of the
partner controller

Selection of the connected con-
troller's instance name by means
of a combo box

Target address Target address IP address or host name of the
partner controller

ANSL port ANSL port Port of the ANSL server (time)

Redundancy mode Redundancy mode Specifies if the AnslServer runs
on a redundant controller. <auto-
matic>: Automatic configuration
of the redundancy mode depend-
ing on the configuration on the
partner controller. Out: Partner is
redundant.
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Entry Description Details
Redundancy relevance priority Redundancy relevance priority Specifies the priority of the re-

dundancy-relevant connection.
The partner is only evaluated
in connection with a redundant
partner controller. Marks the con-
nection as being redundancy-rel-
evant from a value larger than
(max. 255).

A faulty setting may re-
sult in undesired and
uncontrollable process
control switching.

Send delay Send delay Delay in [ms] for collecting data
before they are sent to the part-
ner controller.

Buffer size Buffer size Size [bytes] of the send buffer.

Timeout Timeout Connection timeout in [ms]

Description Description Optional description of the con-
nection

Definition of the data points
To define data points, it is required that the data points available in the external controller are known. The
data points can be read if they are not known. For this purpose, establish a connection to the external
controller using the ControllerManager and start a PV watch.
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Figure 19: Start PV watch

If the data point is now known, it can be inserted by right-clicking on <Read variables> or <Write vari-
ables>.
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Figure 20: Definition of the data points

The data point requires definitions for the following entries in the table:

Mandatory fields are marked with a "!".

Entry Description Details
Connection I/O Coupling I/O Full name of the PV on the client-

side (AppModule: task: PV)

I/O type I/O type IEC Data type

Remote PV name Remote PV name Full name of the PV on the serv-
er-side (AppMoudule: task: PV)

I/O type I/O type I/O mode (input/output)

Substitution Substitution If activated and no connection
has been established, the 're-
placement value' is set in the PV.
If not activated and there is no
connection, the current value will
be preserved.
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Entry Description Details
Substitution value Replacement value If 'replacement value' is activat-

ed and no connection has been
established, this value is used as
the replacement value.

Sync PV Sync PV Indication of whether the PV is
processed as synchronous (con-
sistent). The maximum size of
4096 bytes per task class or PV
can be used. If not enabled, the
PV will not be taken into account
for the synchronization.

Refresh rate [ms] Refresh rate [ms] Refresh rate in milliseconds.

Hysteresis Hysteresis ---

Description Description Optional description

2.4.1 Manual description successful

Coupling with a controller that is not included in the CAE project has been configured successfully. A
controller that has, for example, been programmed with the Automation Studio can only communicate
with the remaining controllers.

For the following task, an Automation Studio-programmed controller is used. For this purpose, a
CF card is prepared for the training. This CF card contains a simple Automation Studio program.
The CF card is intended for controller B.

Task:

Configure manual coupling on controller A.

Use a digital signal for controller A and use it to activate the flashing light on controller B.

Using the SNMP network scan, you can determine the IP address for controller B. Using PV
watch, export the data points and configure them accordingly in the coupling.
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3 PDA connection

The PDA (Process Data Acquisition) connection can be used to facilitate an easy inbound transfer of
controller data from a B&R controller, which has not (necessarily) been configured or programmed with
APROL. In this way, simple data acquisition can be achieved, for example from a controller that has
been configured with Automation Studio, for subsequent use in the APROL system.

The PDA connection can be carried out online directly in the ControllerManager (i.e. with a connection
to the controller), or offline, on the basis of a complete controller backup in the filing system, by selecting
the 'PDA configuration' function in the CPU's context menu.

3.1 Composition of the controller variables

The necessary variables can be selected online or offline in the ControllerManager.

Online configuration
A connection must be established to the controller via host name or IP address if the online configuration
is carried out. A new connection can be established in the ControllerManager via the <connection> /
<edit connection> menu.

Figure 21: Establishing a connection to a controller

The PDA configuration can then be started by means of a right click on the connected controller.
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Figure 22: Online PDA Configuration

Offline Configuration
An offline PDA configuration can be started if no connection is established in the ControllerManager. A
directory and the corresponding tasks are necessary for this composition.
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Figure 23: Offline PDA Configuration
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3.2 Selection of the controller variables

The required variables (global and local) can be selected in the PDA dialog.

Figure 24: Variable composition

The associated variables are also selected when the hardware I/O is selected.

Automatic creation of gateway variables
Connection names are required in order to be able to import the variables into the APROL system. They
can be created automatically by using the <create generic connection I/O names> function.

The following rules are applied during the creation process:
■ For local variables, the task and variable names are combined (TASKNAME_VARNAME)
■ Full stops (.) are substituted with underscores.
■ Square brackets ( [ and ] ) are substituted with underscores.
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Figure 25: Generic creation of variable names

The configuration can be exported by using the <Export> button.
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3.3 Importing the variables into the CaeManager

The export files can be imported into the CaeManager in the runtime system under the option APROL
connections.

Figure 26: APROL connection

The name of the PDA connection is shown in the import dialog. The PDA connection list can be imported
by using the <Import> button.

Figure 27: Importing a PDA connection
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A red triangle in front of a variable shows that no connection variable has been assigned or, in
the case of string variable, that no string length has been defined.

A corresponding driver still needs to be configured for each PDA connection.

Figure 28: Configuration of the driver
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3.4 Driver configuration

An AnslDriver or InaDriver must be configured, so that the APROL system can establish a connection
to the respective controller. The settings are configured in the runtime system / driver.

Figure 29: Creating a new AnslDriver instance

The options driverName,ipPrimary and pda  must be set in the newly created AnslDriver instance.
These 3 options will be required as soon as the "Configure manually" menu item is selected.

The following options must be set in the AnslDriver configuration.
■ pda: Name of the PDA connection (selectable via a drop-down list).
■ ipPrimary: IP address of the controller.
■ driverName: Name of the driver.

Figure 30: Configuration of the AnslDriver

Task:

Configure an online PDA coupling.

Expand your logic to include the imported variables from the PDA coupling.
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4 Event driver

The EventDriver is used to evaluate 'Event' type process variables on B&R controllers; the timestamp
is created on the respective controller.

4.1 Use of the event driver

Each value change or status change (event) for a process variable within the process control system is
assigned a timestamp (date, time). This timestamp is assigned by the control computer (runtime system)
using its system time. This type stamp is used when archiving the data. The EventDriver described here
is used to evaluate event-type process variables on B&R controllers; the timestamp is created on the
respective controller. The expansion of the communication level with this driver has the major advantage
that time-critical processes on the controller can now be analyzed. It is possible to monitor signals
within a time pattern of approximately 10 ms and check if, for example, a programmed signal sequence
with a specified timing is being executed properly during runtime.

The connection to the control computer (communication) is handled via the Ethernet using the TCP/IP
protocol.

Using this driver does not exclude the usage of other drivers on this controller.
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4.2 Operation of the event driver

Figure 31: Operation of the event driver
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4.3 Configuration of the event driver

Assignment of a variable as an event variable
The selection of the necessary variables is carried out in the CaeManager in the controller under the
hardware configuration tab.

First, it must be clear what variables are to be declared as event variables. Once this has been decided,
the associated module is selected and started by right-clicking the < I/O mapping> entry.

Figure 32: Start I/O mapping

Figure 33: Selection of the event variables
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The selection of the event variables is completed.

Configuration of the event driver
In the April system, a new event driver instance now needs to be configured. The settings are configured
in the runtime system / driver

Figure 34: Create a new event driver instance.

In the newly created driver instance, the associated controller instance must be selected. For this pur-
pose, the available instances can be selected from a drop-down menu under the -ctrlInstance option.

Figure 35: Configuration of the event driver instance
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The -inaPortPrimary -ipPrimary and -nodePrimary options are filled in automatically.

Task:

Configure some variables as event variables. Create a new event driver instance in the APROL
system. Now observe the behavior of the event variables using the TrendViewer. For this pur-
pose, compare, for example, event variables with variables without event identification. Adjust
the time on the controller and monitor the behavior of the variables.
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5 Summary

APROL offers you many options of expanding your project by adding additional controllers.

It does not necessarily need to be a standard APROL configured controller. In just a few steps you
can, for example, include an AS-configured controller in the project association. The process by which
variables can be exchanged between the controller is also understood.

Another data entry option is offered by the PDA coupling that is also described in this training module.
In this case also, there is an option to import data from an AS-configured controller for subsequent use
in the APROL system.

A further point in this training document is the event driver, the mode of operation and the use of the
driver as well as the configuration is now also known.
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6 Notes
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The Automation Academy provides targeted training courses for our customers as well as our own employees.
At the Automation Academy, you'll develop the skills you need in no time!
Our seminars make it possible for you to improve your knowledge in the field of automation engineering.
You will then be in a position to implement efficient automation solutions independently using B&R technology. By being
able to react faster to constantly changing market demands you will be able to ensure a decisive competitive edge.

Automation Studio seminars and training modules
Programming and configuration Diagnostics and service

SEM210 – Basics
SEM246 – IEC 61131-3 programming language ST*
SEM250 – Memory management and data storage

SEM410 – Integrated motion control*
SEM441 – Motion control (multi-axis systems) **
SEM480 – Hydraulics**
SEM1110 – Axis groups and path-controlled movements**

SEM510 – Integrated safety technology*
SEM540 – Safe motion control***

SEM610 – Integrated visualization*

SEM920 – Diagnostics and service for end users
SEM920 – Diagnostics and service with Automation Studio
SEM950 – POWERLINK configuration and diagnostics*

If you are unable to find a seminar in this summary or on our website
that suits your needs, keep in mind that we also offer customized semi-
nars that we can set up in coordination with your sales representatives:
SEM099 – Individual training day

Please visit our website for more information****.****:
www.br-automation.com/academy

Overview of training modules
TM210 – Working with Automation Studio
TM213 – Automation Runtime
TM223 – Automation Studio Diagnostics
TM230 – Structured Software Generation
TM240 – Ladder Diagram (LD)
TM241 – Function Block Diagram (FBD)
TM242 – Sequential Function Chart (SFC)
TM246 – Structured Text (ST)
TM250 – Memory Management and Data Storage

TM400 – Introduction to Motion Control
TM410 – Working with Integrated Motion Control
TM440 – Motion Control: Basic Functions
TM441 – Motion control: Electronic gears and cams
TM1110 – Integrated Motion Control (Axis Groups)
TM1111 – Integrated Motion Control (Path Controlled Movements)
TM450 – Motion Control Concept and Configuration
TM460 – Initial Commissioning of Motors

TM500 – Introduction to Integrated Safety
TM510 – Working with SafeDESIGNER
TM540 – Integrated Safe Motion Control

TM600 – Introduction to Visualization
TM610 – Working with Integrated Visualization
TM630 – Visualization Programming Guide
TM640 – Alarm System, Trends and Diagnostics
TM670 – Visual Components Advanced

TM920 – Diagnostics and service
TM923 – Diagnostics and Service with Automation Studio
TM950 – POWERLINK Configuration and Diagnostics

TM261 – Closed-loop Control with LOOPCONR
TM280 – Condition Monitoring for Vibration Measurement
TM480 – The Basics of Hydraulics
TM481 – Valve-based Hydraulic Drives
TM482 – Hydraulic Servo Pump Drives
TM490 – Printing Machine Technology

In addition to a printed version, our training modules are also available
on our website for download as electronic documents (login required):

Visit our website for more information:
www.br-automation.com/academy

Process control seminars and training modules
Process control standard seminars Process control training modules

SEM841 – Process Control Training: Basic 1
SEM842 – Process Control Training: Basic 2
SEM890 – Advanced Process Control Solutions

TM800 – APROL System Concept
TM811 – APROL runtime system
TM812 – APROL Operator Management
TM813 – APROL XML Queries and Audit Trail
TM830 – APROL Project Engineering
TM890 – The Basics of LINUX

Visit our website for more information:
www.br-automation.com/academy

* SEM210 - Basics is a prerequisite for this seminar.
** SEM410 - Integrated motion control is a prerequisite for this seminar.
****Our seminars are listed in the Academy\Seminars area of the website.
****Seminar titles may vary by country. Not all seminars are available in every country.
*** SEM410 - Integrated motion control and SEM510 - Integrated motion control are prerequisites for this seminar.

http://www.br-automation.com/academy
http://www.br-automation.com/academy
http://www.br-automation.com/academy
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